
Overview of this term’s teaching                                              Y5/6                                                             Summer Term 2017 
English: The children will continue to look at a range of genres to include: non-chronological reports, 

information texts, non-fiction story writing and biographies. 

They are currently looking at an information text ‘Jungle Survival Handbook – Could you get out alive?  

Following this we will look at ‘Ice Bear’ by Jackie Morris. In addition and alongside these units we will 

continue to pay particular attention to grammar, handwriting and spelling. The children will receive a 

weekly spelling test and still be expected to read three times a week. 

ART & DT: To accompany our geography and history work the children will be sketching various animals as 

well as designing and creating a model of their relevant habitats. They will also have the opportunity to 

discover how photography is used and manipulated within ICT. In addition the children will embark upon a 

project that looks at the ‘Pop Art’ movement of the 1950’s and 60’s. They will study the various artists, 

the history and circumstances that brought about this radical change in artistic presentation, creating 

their own interpretations of this artistic style. 

 

Geography & History: The children will continue to focus on their independent learning - planning and 

answering cross-curricular questions in the guise of a mini-project. To begin the term they will be 

completing their work from before Easter answering the question; Can I explain and understand why 

coastlines and climates change? To build on this understanding the children will then look to answer the 

question; Why do some creatures no longer exist? This quest will test their geographical, scientific, 

historical and literary skills. In addition they will look at adaptation and the life of Charles Darwin.  

 

Maths: The Children are at present revising and revisiting the mathematical concepts and 

understanding built up in Key Stage 2. Obviously helping Year 6 prepare for their SATs it is also a 

great guide for how far the Year 5 children have come. Post SATs we will continue to follow the 

‘Maths No Problem’ Singapore model of teaching as well as embarking on mathematical investigations. 

‘MyMaths’ homework will continue and will compliment their ‘in-class’ learning. It is essential that the 

children also continue to focus on their times table knowledge from both a speed and accuracy 

perspective as this is an important part of their progress cycle. The children will continue to receive a 

weekly test on their tables. 

 

PE: They will develop their technical understanding of athletic activity and 

set targets to improve performance in running, jumping and throwing activities. This will take place during 

both indoor and outdoor sessions. They will improve their own performance in order to improve the 

performance of a team, as in athletics, cricket, rounders and volleyball.  RE: In addition to our new unit of ‘Understanding Christianity’, where we will be focusing on ‘People of 

God’ – How can following God bring freedom and justice? We will also be exploring the application of 

religious belief.  Pupils will learn about the work of two major faith based charities, an Alternative 

Religion such as Islamic Relief and Christian Aid.  However, some children may choose to explore 

another Alternative Religion of their choice to compare with Christianity.  They will develop their 

understanding of the impact of religion in the world and consider important questions of justice and 

fairness, thinking for themselves.  

They will have opportunities to develop attitudes and opinions of their own and to consider key beliefs 

and teachings in Islamic and Christian traditions. Through their study, they compare the two charities 

and their work, looking at sources of inspiration that encourage Muslims and other faiths and 

Christians to act justly. Pupils will consider the personal challenge to themselves to make the world a 

better place. 

 

PSHE: We will be following the SEAL unit of work – Focusing on relationships and changes. We will look to 

understand our emotions, positive relationships, how to meet challenges and overcome them. We will also 

focus on the transition to secondary education, class structures and how we change, as we get older. In 

these units we will aim to build greater confidence and capacity in facing all kinds of uncertainties and 

challenges.  

 

Family groups: To recognise the different challenges for humans in different situations, and then decide 

how to behave responsibly. That their actions affect themselves and others, to care about other people’s 

feelings and beliefs with regard to sharing and getting along and to try to see things from their points of 

view 

ICT & Computing:  The children will learn how photos can be altered digitally. They will consider the 

creative upsides of photo alteration, as well as its power to distort our perceptions of beauty and 

health. They will explore how the media can play a powerful role in shaping our ideas about girls and 

boys. They will practise identifying messages about gender roles in two online activity zones for kids. 

To improve their own skills they will be using spreadsheets to create graphs and alter data (Link to 

Summer Fair). In Computer Programming they will look at representing flowcharts (link to 

lifecycles/classification etc).  In coding they will be using random numbers in their apps. 
 

French:  We will continue to build up our knowledge of French, gaining skills in listening and speaking paying 

particular attention to conversational aspects of the language. We will also learn about French culture and 

history. 

 

Music: Following the ‘Charanga’ unit of work the children will be studying and performing a rap/song about 

bullying based around the song – ‘Stop’ by Joanna Mangona. 

Science: This term the children will be focusing their studies on the topic of life cycles, mainly of 

plants.  They will study sexual and asexual reproduction in both plants and animals and this will lead 

into the growing up and relationships talk to be held in the second half of term and when you will be 

sent a separate letter.  They will continue to learn how to be a scientist, working scientifically on 

different investigations.  The year 6 children will produce a media presentation of their choice, which 

will reflect their learning over the past two years and what it means to be a scientist. 

 

Term Dates:   

Half term: 29th May - 9th June 

School starting and finishing times: 

       Children arrive from 8.45 am.  Start at 9.00 am. 

       Finish at 3.30 pm. 

Dinner money: 

PE days:  

Monday – Games. (Usually on the field.)  

Wednesday/Friday – Gymnastics, Circuit, Team Building or Dance. 

 

Targets: As per parent consultations in February.  



 


